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NEW Product Update:

Delray Sabin Series 

Sabin’s vertically oriented, closely spaced 

felt baffles increase overall sound 

absorption, while minimizing sprinkler 

system interference. Easily installs over 

new or retrofit existing Delray Uno and Dos 

circular LED fixtures in the field without the 

use of tools.
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Eureka Henri 

Henri is a timeless, elegant pendant that 

evokes a playful yet modern feel. While its 

soft lines provide a soothing presence to 

any space, the sharp corners help outline 

its form and allow it to create a bold design 

statement. A custom designed LED module 

with the latest technology offers great 

performance. With its two sizes and 

generous amount of direct light, Henri is a 

versatile addition to a designer’s toolbox.

https://delraylighting.com/product/sabin/
https://www.eurekalighting.com/products/henri-2/
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Healthcare Lighting HDM with Care 222

Healthcare Lighting HDM with Care 222

Powered by the patented Care222 filtered 

222nm technology, HDM actively reduces 

pathogens on surfaces even with people in the 

space. The HDM series is available in pendant, 

surface and recessed forms with proprietary 

integrated controls which modulate pulses of 

the filtered 222nm far-UVC light for an 

appropriate dose for any space type.

NEW Product Update:

Bock Lighting RLM Series

The Bock RLM Series combines iconic 

style and high-quality design to offer an 

excellent lighting solution for both indoor 

and outdoor applications. Reflectors are 

precision-spun from a high quality 

aluminum or steel. There are more than 30 

shapes available in different sizes each. All 

reflectors compatible with a number of 

different light sources and mounting 

options and accessories.

https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/family/care222-uv-air-surface-disinfection
https://www.bocklighting.com/products/rlm-series
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NEW Product Update:

Acclaim Flex Tube Mini 

Flex Tube Mini is a flexible, direct view, 

outdoor LED strip, with an ultra-compact 

0.4” x 0.4” profile. It comes in a 15M spool 

or custom-built lengths to suit project 

requirements and features a highly durable 

second-generation silicone body, which is 

outdoor rated and high impact resistant.

Fabbian Acustica

The Acustica from Fabbian lighting is a pendant 

light with a large and thin lampshade designed to 

absorb surrounding sounds and create a high 

level of acoustic comfort. Available in two sizes , 

with multiple colors standard this luminaire 

constructed out of recycled PED, PMMA and 

Aluminum can provide a slim modern look to any 

space.

https://acclaimlighting.com/flex-tube-mini
https://www.fabbian.us/acustica-f58-0
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Check out the new "PROJECT STARTER" function on 
our website! 

Jumpstart your project by simply selecting 
from the below pre-populated project 

templates.

Each project contains some of our world-
class product options that have been hand-

selected for each specific application!

Click to check it out on our website under 
PROJECT STARTER!

a light Relay

With curved & softened design elements, 

configure diverse geometric patterns for a 

continuously lit shape. Uplight, downlight or 

both, Relay gives you the freedom to realize 

your lighting ambitions.

• Fully lit corners for seamless illumination

• Various pattern options for design freedom

• High performance, low glare, direct-indirect

light source

• Multiple indirect distributions.

• Fixture mounted nLight® compatible sensors

• Acoustic infill options available.

https://www.instagram.com/sixteen5hundred/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sixteen5hundred
https://relay.alights.com/
https://16500.com/line-cards/?lex[location]=project_template
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Controls Insider:
Meet Juno AI:

A LED light fixture that combines the premium sound quality of JBL, 
the AI advancements and connectivity of Amazon Alexa, and the 
outstanding light performance of Juno. Not only do these fixtures 

illuminates your space but also locks the doors, schedules 
appointments, adjusts your thermostat, tells your family dinner is 

ready, or play music… the list is endless. The Juno AI controls any 
smart home device that works with Amazon Alexa. It is virtually 

invisible in your ceiling so say goodbye to countertop clutter and 
crank up the tunes!  

https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/detail/1285085/juno/j6ai-smart-home-downlight-premium-entertainment-system/juno-ait-led-6-in-retrofit-downlight-premium-entertainment-system-with-integrated-jblr-speaker-and-alexa
https://www.instagram.com/sixteen5hundred/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sixteen5hundred


IIDA is glad to bring you Design+ Art in Motion 

connecting the Interior Design Profession. We will 

have lighting, furniture, fabrics, and flooring 

represented! Alongside that, we will have two local 

artists being featured, who will be creating a piece of 

art on-site for everybody to see. Those local artists will 

be our very own Doug Wittnebel and Nicole Pannuzo. 

All of our proceeds will be donated to our philanthropic 

partner for the year Side by Side!

We look forward to seeing you all in person, come on 

by 255 2nd St. on 8/5 and check it out!

DONT MISS OUT!!
Interior profession vendor fair with art experience.

Introducing our Dynamic Lighting Showcase! 
Click for more information! 

https://16500.com/dynamic-lighting/
https://iidanc.org/events/art-and-design-in-motion/
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